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clipso design
Introduction

Made of polyester weave coated with
polyurethane, clipso coverings are suitable
for all styles of architecture and rooms of
all shapes and sizes. As they are up to 5.10m
wide, clipso coverings are unique, and can
be installed all in one piece, ensuring a perfect
finish with no joints or seams!
Large-sized printed decors have now become
a must in interior design. The whole range of
clipso coverings is printable except the dirtrepellent (Ref. 705 Nostain) and water-repellent
(Ref. 705 Nosweat) coverings.
Moreover, clipso coverings are moistureresistant and heat-resistant and are classed
as B-s1,d0 (ex M1).
Intersociale-Brussels - Belgium (printed and acoustic project)
Architect: Avanti Design - Installation: MonaVisa

A full, customisable service

A forerunner in digital printing since 2003, clipso
has its own clipso design® department
offering turnkey and à la carte solutions.
clipso design® can adapt the format of all
images and produce high-deﬁnition prints (higher
than 300 dpi) ensuring outstanding rendering.
clipso design® also offers extra services to
meet all your requirements:
• in situ visualisation;
• adapting images to the size of the printable area;
• modifying colours;
• retouching images.
clipso design® is aimed at all professionals:
artisans, stand designers, architects, decorators,
designers, set designers, etc.
DarDar-Roeselare - Belgium (printed and acoustic project)
Architect: Dtonic - Installation: MonaVisa

Printed decors that enhance your interiors
clipso design® prints all types of images according to your wishes. Come and discover
our different collections on our website: www.clipso.com. The visuals proposed reflect
current trends and are regularly updated. If you happen to be artistically inclined, contact
us.

• Images from the largest online photo
agency
Shutterstock is the largest online photo
agency and offers a wide range of images
such as ﬂowers, landscapes, illustrations,
etc. from the 14 million images at your
disposal.

• Images created by talented artists in
association with clipso design®
Add an artistic touch to your interior with
images created by talented artists and
photographers such as Teo Jasmin, Cédric
Pollet and Annaïck Guitteny.

• Images from national museums in
partnership with clipso design®
Works of art from France’s national
museums can now be printed. So you can
contemplate a painting by Leonardo da
Vinci or Van Gogh whenever you want!

• Your own images
Step into the limelight by printing your
family photo, your watercolour painting or
your love poem! To ensure the ﬁnal result
measures up to your expectations, photos
have to be of high quality.

A few photos to show you examples of our work


Your initial ceiling

Your design

Your ﬁnal ceiling

Your photo

Your ﬁnal wall


Your initial wall

Technical solutions for all your applications
clipso generates ideas for your decor, offering a full range of proﬁles and accessories to create
easy-to-install stretch ceilings and walls, communication areas and even decorative objects.
To get an idea of the different applications possible, we suggest you take a look at our settings and
installations on our website: www.clipso.com.
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Stand du Club des Archis - France (360°printed mural) - Architect: Agence Nuel - Installation: Toiles&Déco
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Sustainable development

PVC-free
clipso
environmentally friendly.

coverings

are

We constantly innovate with green issues
in mind. clipso coverings contribute to
reduced energy consumption: environmentally
friendly raw materials of European origin,
energy-efﬁcient production methods, reduced
packaging volumes and virtually no waste, light
non-toxic coverings, very good longevity, and
quick, clean and nuisance-free installation.
Our coverings comply with EC standards and
are certiﬁed by IMO, OEKO-TEX and SANITIZED.
French manufacture certiﬁed ISO 9001.

Dining room - Switzerland (printed wall)
Installation: Fontannaz W et PH décoration

¶¶

SITA is a world-renowned Group that provides global IT and telecommunications solutions to the air transport
industry.
The main reason we chose clipso is because of
the ﬂexibility of its coverings and installation.
This ﬂexibility also applies to the way it adapts to
all kinds of surfaces and technical constraints.

Thanks to the international presence of
clipso and the professionalism of its
network of ﬁtters, we were able to display the
image of SITA on the walls of all the Group’s
sites worldwide.
We are very satisﬁed with the quality of the
printed coverings. This communications
project was carried out successfully.

SITA - Switzerland (printed wall) - Installation: Refecta

¶¶

Lastly, the greatest added-value was being
able to project the company’s image via its
environment. In the past, it was a costly and
restrictive investment, but now we have found
the right solution with clipso.

Testimonial of satisfaction from Mr Martin Bonny,
Department Manager of SITA, Switzerland.

Bar kitchen - Switzerland (standard ceiling and printed wall)
Installation: Clipso

Belgatrade-Wattson-Deinze - Belgium (printed ceiling)
Installation: MonaVisa
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Twynstra Gudde – Netherlands (backlit printed wall)
Architect: Kubik - Installation: I-OMS NL
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The Last Supper - Luxembourg (printed frames) - Photos: Andrès Lejona
Architect: Miguel Cancio Martins – Installation: Bert’Déco

